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Correct the Errors:
These sentences all have one word which is wrong. You can fix the sentences by using a different form 
of that word.  
Example: 
Wrong: This cell phone is no longer function.
Right:   This cell phone is no longer functional.

1.James was promotion to regional manager.
2.Mother is so creation. She can always think of clever things to do.
3.The destroy caused by the hurricane was awful.
4.An ounce of prevent is worth a pound of cure.
5.The wisdom old man taught the children.
6.Yesterday we took up a collect for the poor.
7.My legs feel so weakness after running the marathon.
8.I stumbling over the rock that lay in the path.
9.(2 wrong words) I hope to attendance my nephew’s graduate from high school.
10.The born of my child occurred on Saturday.
11.She simple the instructions for me so that I could understand.
12.The inspect of our house lasted over an hour.
13.That house is not afford for me.
14.I sensation someone was in the room with me, though I couldn’t see them.
15.Will you permission me to accompany you.
16.The rebellion boy refused to listen to us.
17.I was very pride of my son for passing the test.
18.Pardon me for the interrupt.
19.These lectures are really boredom.
20.I would like to advertisement in this magazine.
21.There is too much cluttered in this closet.
22.That answer is not accept to me.
23.I have my suspicious about those boys.
24.His jealous knows no bounds.
25.My son has an imagine friend that he talks to and plays with.

Idioms and common phrases related to business: Match the phrase to the definition. Then 
fill in the blanks in the sentences with the correct phrase. 

dream job a big success

team player when expenses equal profits

loaded question a general figure that is close to the actual figure

blockbuster to call potential customers without an appointment or 
previous contact



ball park figure the total, the final figure on a balance sheet (also the most 
important feature of something)

bottom line a job that will not lead to promotion or advancement

break even a product that makes a lot of money for the company

cash cow make sure the amount of money spent is less than the 
amount of money received

cold call reduce expenses

dead end job a question that has a hidden reason for being asked or is 
designed to get a certain response

balance the books the perfect job

tighten our belts someone who works well with others and puts the group 
ahead of their individual needs

1.I don’t need to know exactly what it will cost. Just give me a __________.
2.You make $1,000 per month, but your rent is $1,200. You’ll never ________ living there without a 
roommate.
3.You have a masters degree, yet you are working at McDonald’s. That is a ____________. You should 
quit and find a better one.
4.I didn’t like the sales job they offered me because I am not good at talking to people that I haven’t met. 
At that company I would be required to make ____________ all day.
5.My husband was layed off from his job. Now we only have my income. We will have to 
________________________.
6.This job offer is the best I’ve ever had. I would be doing something I love to do and getting paid a lot of 
money to do it. It is really a _______________ for me.
7.Julie can really work well with people. She is organized and communicates very well with her group. 
She is a real __________________.
8.When you ask someone, “Have you stopped beating your wife?”, it is a _________________ because 
you are trapped no matter how you answer it.
9.Iphones have become a ______________ for Apple.
10.Avatar was a ________________. It made more money than any other movie.


